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Everyone has their own vision of the future

Who gets to decide the future of a city? How can decision makers reconcile different, multiple imaginings of thousands of 

residents? Some people prefer quiet, peaceful lives surrounded by nature. Others like the fast hubbub of a vibrant city. Some seek 

spiritual enlightenment, others the excitement of a fairground.   Whose future imagining should we follow? Whose do we follow?

Future visioning workshops are designed to tap into the storyteller that resides within everyone. To imagine a possible future, 

people close their eyes and go on an unknown and unplanned journey. This ‘visioning session’ captures the fleeting glimpses, 

impressions and insights that whisper past. 

The following pages contain visions of the future by people in Salford. They feature hover cars and towering cities. Transport is 

dominated by bikes, boats and monorail. Green trees and flowers are abundant for some and at risk for others. The integration 

of human and machine continues with virtual and physical reality merging. Some people imagine community, others alienation; 

some people see peace and creativity, others war and inequality. And some people inhabit a different realm altogether.

This process connects people to their instinctive imagination and helps them see their own version of the future. This can act as a 

powerful motivator for action. 

If you would like your own visioning workshop, get in touch via www.futuresalford.org 

Dr Jessica Symons, University of Salford, Summer 2016

We asked:

What do you see?   They said...

Home educators and 
their children

Art staff and 
students at the 

University of Salford
Decision makers in 

central Salford 
including councillors, 

senior council and 
university staff

A Church group

A network of people 
with disabilities

A drama club at 
Salford Arts Theatre

Home Educators

Salford Decision Makers



“Less traffic, more air roads!”

“I saw a hover board 
and hover cars”

“There is an invisibility machine.  

Solar panels, cars and cameras to see invisible people”

“I saw a hover car like in Back To The Future”

Let’s fly!



“Houses carried by balloons and flying people”



“I saw flying cars”



“A city of steel structures and glass structures.

Abandoned bricked buildings and hovering cars.  

Polluted air.  We are now living in a virtual reality 

where we live how we choose to.”

“hoverboarding to the shops 
with a drone to carry the 
shopping”



“...tidal engines power the city and 
community islands for socialising”

“All the city is designed for bicycles.  
A utopian city.”

We also ride bikes, boats and monorail



“A busy, crowded city where people find space to meet each other.
A city with green space. A city where birdsong is heard.”
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“Salford Quays 2030...
everything looks pristine and clean...

expansion built upwards not outwards. 
There is still greenery but it is very ordered 

and almost manufactured”

“A push to the wonderful glumness of the  
commercialised future.”

A sterile world



“bland, grey, replicating.   
Nothing growing, gravel instead of grass”



“The city is full of life.  Buildings have become connected.  
One lone tree stands out, almost like an exhibit in a museum”



“balsam bashing, a small number of 
people plugging away at this invasive 
plant spreading everywhere”

“Dubai style Salford Quays and lovely 
brick with many flowers, herbs and 
grasses as well as roof gardens.  
Young people and families make 
creativity part of their everyday life.”

A green world but...

“Flowers - but no scents.
No birdsong.”



“2030- a utopia on the outside (when wearing augmented reality glasses).  
Without glasses everything looks run down and old.  360 degree cameras 
on every street lamp.  QR codes are everywhere for the 1st generation of 
augmented reality.  Solar panels on every roof.  Personal drones in the sky.  
Clothing conducts energy from the sun which wirelessly charges personal 
devices.  The streets are quiet, everyone is at home using virtual reality to 
communicate with other people and to order groceries”



“3D printers building cities”

“a flying machine skirt 
with rockets in it”

“rocket trousers”

Integration of the machine continues



“Continued growth in population.  
Continued high-rise development.  

Efforts to make Salford greener versus the 
efforts of those with no respect for their 

environment.  
No solution to traffic congestion.  

More cloud and rain due to climate change.”

“In the future I saw a big big world war 
happening and houses destroyed and 

families are killed.
Taped across the whole world is a danger 

sign so people from other planets know not 
to go to Earth.”

People saw pollution, inequality and war



“I saw a skyline on Salford Crescent.  Above the line, the top 10 per cent own 90% and they are wasteful and 
greedy.  Below the line live an underclass that infight, tricked into believing their neighbour is their enemy”



“The sun and rainbow are hope and joy.  
The clouds and rain represent troubled times.” “I am in a pub with my friend”

“The street behind my house has never changed.  
But my mum will have grey hair and of course I will 
change.”

“The sun and the moon shining together”

Home and community are important



“There is a tree house in 
everyone’s garden instead 

of a shed.”



“I hope for increasing one-to-one contact...a way of creating 
a community whose members look out for one another.”

Learn - Feel - Do

“rain and sushi bars”

“TIME - I didn’t feel under pressure.  I could do many things- 
hobby, work, stand and stare - 

on a normal day.”





“Humanity has risen above its problems” “in the news there is a recently discovered country with 
strange creatures”

“There is so much pollution on earth that 
people are trying to  make a town on the moon”

“Robots taking over the future so people 
don’t work and instead concentrate on being 

creative and imagining”

Some people inhabit a different realm altogether



“a sense of being encased in overlapping virtual folds of a geometric garment - venturing outside moving 
through a landscape in which I was connecting to looping lines of information like visible radio waves”

but the coffee remains the same



What’s your vision of the future?
Future visions developed in workshops run by 

Dr Jessica Symons and Suzie Goodfellow.

www.futuresalford.org

Front:  “Skyscrapers are very high and trees are very high too”


